EDITOR’S DESK
Well, that went quickly. Its 12 months ago that I prepared my first Drip Feed and I
can’t say I’m much faster. Still, feedback has been positive. A big ‘thank you’ to
everyone who has contributed articles and photos. Readers will note our regular
contributors. All contributions are welcome for your Club magazine.
Everyone I have spoken to had a great weekend at our annual rally at Cowra, even
those whose bikes didn’t quite make it or indeed, barely got away from the start
line. We have some real enthusiasts in our Club who travelled long distances such
as Eric Larssen (Qld.) Graeme Froud (Narooma) and Steve Murdue and friends
(Hunter Valley).
The help from members and friends of the Lachlan Valley Social Motor Club and
Cowra Ulysses with corner marshalling and back-up vehicles made all the difference. Cowra district roads, countryside and facilities are first class for vintage
bikes. The Cowra Van Park is also a great venue. There was a healthy contingent
of veteran bikes this year. Lee Wright (1914 Precision) reckons it was the best ride
he has done in decades. Many people commented how good the ride to Wyangala
is. All this sets a promising background for the veteran only rally the VMCC is
planning for 2020 at Cowra.
Apart from regular stops to clean oil from the drive belt, my veteran Rudge (‘Beryl
the Bold’) went pretty well, finishing both the Friday afternoon and Saturday runs.
Some engine breathing issues remain to be resolved and adjustment to the drive
ratio. Hopefully, Antony can have his handsome Excelsior sorted in time for our
next annual rally at Morpeth in 2019, Steve Murdue has plans well underway already.
In the Minutes you will note a bequest to the VMCC from the late Col Cawley. Reflecting on this, I recall going to his home once at Rydalmere. His shed was full of
machinery and interesting things. There were two home made lightweight aircraft
under construction. I think Col was collecting bits for a Norton International. While
he came to Club events from time to time, I don’t recall ever seeing him ride a motorcycle. Col and his wife moved to the south coast many years ago and we lost
contact with him. Clearly, Col held
the VMCC in high regard and appreciated the friendships he made.
Have a pleasant and safe Christmas everyone, and all the best for
2019.
Graham Goodwin
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
At the AGM on the 21st of November I was reelected President. Thank you for the confidence
to be able to hold the gavel (I use a horn in the
meetings) for another year.
I would like to thank the members of the Committee who make life easy for me. These are dedicated members of the Club who make it all happen. Fortunately all, with the exception of the
Treasurer have accepted to continue in their
roles. Thank you to Philip Thompson and Caroline Gong for being our Treasurers during the
last three years. We are looking for a new Treasurer and members who are willing
to sit on the Committee as we can always use input with our planning and decision
making. (We now have a treasurer. Thank you Phil Powell. Ed.)
Time flies when you are having fun. And those who participated in Club activities
did have fun. We just finished the Annual Rally in Cowra. Antony, but in particular
Graham put in a lot of effort to make it a very enjoyable event. Thank you guys.
Because of the fairly good and quiet roads around Cowra it is a very suitable location for a Veteran Rally. The Committee has decided to organise a Veteran Rally
(bikes up to 1918) in the first week of May 2020. We want to promote the riding of
the earliest bikes and we feel that a 3-4 day event will attract a great deal of support from veteran enthusiast from around the country. The machine cut-off date of
this friendly event will be a bit flexible but we promote the riding with the oldest
machines. The town and the local Ulysses Club have given us support we can
continue to build on e.g. a rarade through the town on the Saturday if practical.
Another matter is renewal of your membership. Membership expired at the AGM
on, with another two weeks grace. WHEN YOU HAVE NOT PAID and still ride
your bike YOU ARE NOT INSURED. I have heard a few stories of people who
have been pulled over by the Police whilst riding an Historic registered bike and
either not completed the Logbook or forgotten to renew the registration. HUGE
FINES ($1800) apply. The control camera’s now also recognise the Historic
plates. And you will be fined when found unregistered. Another tip is to carry the
Logbook, the Special Condition slip, and possibly the event invitation . You must
carry these with you and show the Police when pulled over.
Please check the Club events for 2019 and plan to be at a few events next year.
The new events calendar for next year will be out soon and you can start planning
to participate in some of the events and runs. You can only enjoy it if you participate!
May I wish you and your dear ones a Happy Christmas and a good and healthy
2019. Safe riding.
Hans Sprangers
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Back at Cowra we all finished loading up for the trip home and everyone shot
through quite quickly. I confused myself leaving town and took a very strange
route but the GPS put me straight. Then heading for Boorowa Paul noticed my
fuel gauge. Of course I had almost emptied my tank driving around all morning.
We pressed on stubbornly but also with the insurance of having two bikes on the
trailer with quite full petrol tanks. We made it to Boorowa and met Greg Blades
whilst getting a coffee. He helped us transfer some fuel from my Rudge to the car
only to find the petrol station was literally 50 metres around the corner from
where we had stopped. With a full tank we then zoomed off back home only a
short few hours away.
I’ll be definitely going to any rallies in Cowra in the future.
Ian Coulston.

SIMPY’S REPORT—ANNUAL RALLY, COWRA
The annual country rally has been and gone for another 12 months. What a great
weekend it was again, at Cowra, in excellent conditions.
It was good to catch up with the members from Sydney and meet some new
ones. The ‘ever happy chappy’, Eric from Qld. was there again.
The various rides and roads were good, well marshalled, by the local riders and
supported by the ever lurking back up drivers, who gave the necessary support
on several occasions, when required, even if someone’s petrol and oil caps were
swapped around causing fuel starvation!

Mark Mansell and
bikes outside the
Gooloogong Log
Cabin Hall
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The new idea at the start on Saturday morning was different and well
received. It started with the Veteran
bikes in a group through to the later
ones with Antony on the microphone
giving a brief history of them and
their riders before they rode off to
Gooloogong.
The riders attending from the Hunter
Region were certainly out and about
promoting the 2019 annual rally to be
held in The Hunter We hope to be
able to attend it.
Craig and I did not ride on Sunday,
Phil Ward and Caroline Gong, Velocette.
as we had family commitments at
home in the afternoon.
Again I was able to get more information on Douglas bikes and a gas tail light. for
my Douggie. Thank you Laurie. It has been fitted and completes the cosmetics.
Until we ride together again in our great, wide country, safe riding.
John Simpfendorfer (Simpy)
Cootamundra

Riders assemble for the Friday afternoon ride to Canowindra.
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Steve Mordue on his Ariel Square Four. Background, Laurie Deller bows his
head in prayer.

Graeme Froud (Froudie), proudly astride his Triumph. Photo Sue Goodwin
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Dennis Fry pushing his Velo to the start for the Friday afternoon run.

Bob Steele coaxing his
1912 Triumph into life under the watchful eye of
Laurie Deller, 1930 Rudge
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TECHNICAL TIP – BEDDING IN NEW BRAKE LININGS
I recently had new linings bonded onto the front brake shoes of my Ariel by the
ever helpful Leon Maguire of BCA Friction Materials, 16 Saggart Field Road Minto
(Ph: 98247406). BCA cater for all friction material requirements, so as well as new
brake linings, I also had some friction discs made for the steering damper. I have
previously had the clutch on my Norton relined too with bonded material and had
some friction discs made for my BSA fork dampers.
Leon and I got chatting and he reminded me to make sure I bedded the brakes in
properly, to ensure that they would provide maximum performance and efficiency,
but also as a warning that they would not work brilliantly when first applied. Sage
advice, as I am now conditioned to expect peak performance from technology
“straight out of the box”. So, how to bed in the brakes properly, according to Leon:
1) Accelerate vehicle to 60-70 km/h then apply brakes to a controlled steady stop
using a medium pressure on the pedal/lever.
2) Repeat step one 10-16 times or until you feel the pedal go spongy. Drive the
vehicle home and allow the brakes to cool down completely until they are cold.
3) Repeat steps one and two.
4) After cooling the second time, the brakes should be ready for normal use. It will
take up to a week of driving/riding for the brakes to completely bed in.
Note that it is important not to use heavy or severe braking during this period, as
the friction material will overheat and burn in a way that it can't recover to its normal friction co-efficient.
Rick Nabkey

1929 Ariel model A 557cc side valve
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Friction discs for fork and steering dampers

Astley motorcycle and sidecar. Photo supplied to Richard Czereba by a member of the Astley family residing in the Hawkesbury River (NSW) area.
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Top: Thomas William Ward with Ward motorcycle .
Bottom: Ward Cycles & Motors’ premises, Victoria.
Photos submitted by Richard Czereba.
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